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QUESTION 1

Which statement most accurately describes the use of pega mobile preview? 

A. pega mobile preview simulates the application user interface for various mobile devices 

B. pega mobile preview allows you to run a pega application on a mobile device 

C. pega mobile preview simulates user loads to test mobile app performance 

D. pega mobile preview models a typical user interaction to scenario test a mobile app 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you guide users through an application form without requiring user training? 

A. Add the corresponding step to an appropriate stage. 

B. Send a notification to the assigned user. 

C. Add an instruction to the assignment. 

D. Add an optional action to the case to explain the task. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Several Development teams work on different enhancements. 

The release date for each enhancement is uncertain. Which two options allow each team to keep its work separate?
(Choose Two) 

A. Create a new ruleset version for each team. 

B. Set up a branch ruleset for each team 

C. Create a new application for each team 

D. Create a production ruleset for each team. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 
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Select each Business Need on the left and drag it to the appropriate Service Level Agreement Interval on the right. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are building a form that contains a list of courses. Users will select the courses in which they want to enroll. Which
two tasks must take place in Designer Studio? (Choose Two) 

A. Enable section editing and configure the selection check box by removing the caption. 

B. Create a field group list property and make the property a data reference. 

C. Configure the view in Run mode and change the order of the columns in the view. 

D. Edit the field group list property and set data access to copy data from a data page. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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